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Pruning Fruit Trees
By S. W. E dgecombe
Although modern orchard pruning practices are relatively 
simple, far too many trees in Iowa orchards show evidences of 
under or over-pruning. In many instances they have been 
trained according to the open center method, which years ago 
was found unsuited to Iowa conditions. The chief value of 
such trees lies in the fact that they furnish qfood examples 
of incorrect training and pruning.
While thorough spraying, the use of hardy intermediate 
stocks, and soil practices which conserve moisture, humus 
and even the soil itself are all important, pruning must be 
considered an essential from the time the young tree is 
planted in the orchard until it dies of old age.
It is absolutely necessary to prune newly planted fruit 
trees. The pruning is necessary in order to force the tree to 
produce strong vigorous shoots and to develop a strong branch 
framework which will lengthen the productive life of the 
tree. Later when the trees come into bearing the size and 
color of the fruit may be improved if weak, unproductive wood 
is removed annually. Pruning done intelligently facilitates 
other orchard practices, such as thinning, harvesting, and 
spraying for the control of diseases and insects.
Considerable experimental work in the Middle West indi­
cates that the modified central leader tree is best adapted for 
Midwestern conditions. Trees trained according to this 
method are easy to develop, require relatively little pruning, 
possess the maximum bearing area, tend to break down less 
frequently when heavily loaded with fruit and live longer 
than those trees trained to the open center.
Furthermore, the open center trained tree is very subject 
to winter injury in the main crotches and on the southwest 
side of the trunk and limbs. Much of the winter injury in 
the main crotches may be avoided when the scaffold branches 
are attached at different heights on the main trunk, as on the 
modified central leader type of tree. In view of these advan­
tages the modified central leader training is recommended 
for most fruit trees.
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Fig. 1. Effect of incorrect shaping while the tree was young. One- 
third of the tree has split down, and the expected life of the remaining 
portion has been reduced.
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS IN PRUNING 
KNOW WHY YOU ARE PRUNING 
An orchardist who plans to prune his fruit trees so that 
they will produce as much fruit as possible over a period of 
many years needs to study each tree carefully. Trees of the 
same variety require different pruning at various ages. Young 
trees require training to develop a strong framework. Once 
the tree has reached the bearing age it requires only sufficient 
pruning to remove the watersprouts and an occasional limb 
which is thickening the top unduly. Medium-aged bearing 
trees require an intelligent careful removal of the shaded, 
non-productive wood; and finally, very old trees sometimes 
require severe pruning in order to stimulate new growth and 
the initiation of productive new fruit spurs.
Trees of the same age but of varying degrees of vigor re­
quire different amounts of pruning. Young apple trees when 
normal make long, strong terminal growths, while older pro­
ductive trees make average, annual terminal growths of 6 to 12 
inches. Bearing trees that make less growth than 6 to 12 in-
4
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ches usually are not productive. The growth of such trees 
may be stimulated by applications of nitrogen fertilizers fol­
lowing the years when they bear crops. Annual bearing apple 
trees are characterized by having variable annual growth in the 
fruit spurs, varying from inch to 5 or 6 inches in length. 
Biennial bearing trees on the other hand are characterized by 
having relatively short, uniform growth throughout the fruit 
spurs.
The various fruits bear on definite types of wood. Peaches 
are only borne laterally on 1-year-old wood. The sour cherry 
Japanese and American plums bear on 1-year-old shoots 
and on spurs developed from older wood. As such trees grow 
older they tend to bear more and more of their fruit on fruit 
spurs. Apples and pears may be borne on 1-year-old ter­
minal and lateral shoots and terminally on fruit spurs which 
may be 2 to 15 years in age.
All these various fruiting habits must be considered in 
pruning a tree. Orchardists who plan to carry out efficient
Fig. 2. The Delicious apple tree shown on the left illustrates the 
typical splitting down which is common in trees trained to the open 
center. The Jonathan tree on the right, which is top-worked on 
Hibernal, has desirable wide-angled crotches which will not break 
down under heavy loads of fruit.
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Fig. 3. Good pruning tools. A pair of hand shears is satisfactory 
for pruning most young trees. About three-fourths of the pruning of 
an old bearing tree may be done with the long handled shears. A 
chisel is a great help in removing crowded limbs in many young trees. 
A large, coarse-toothed saw is of value in old orchards where many 
large, dead or diseased branches must be removed.
training and pruning must know how to select suitable 
branches for training the young tree, how to remove the 
branches so that the resulting cuts will heal rapidly, what to 
use to protect the pruning wounds, when to use watersprouts 
and how to handle trees which were originally incorrectly 
pruned; Further, with older trees the orchardist must know 
how to determine what is unproductive wood and how to re­
move it so that it will be replaced with vigorous productive 
growth. With both young and old trees the pruner has to 
determine what parts are dead or diseased and when and how 
to remove these portions without undue injury to the tree.
WHEN TO PRUNE
The most satisfactory time to prune young, non-bearing 
fruit trees is during the latter part of the dormant season— 
in February or March after low winter temperatures are un­
likely. Pruning in late fall or early winter may result in 
severe winter injury around the larger pruning wounds.
6
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Old bearing apple trees may be pruned anytime in late 
winter or from June 15 to Aug. 1. Thin wood pruning is 
much easier to perform when the fruit is on the tree, since 
the pruner who is unacquainted with thin wood can see at a 
glance which wood is bearing inferior fruit. After one has 
become acquainted with the appearance of thin wood it can 
be removed easily in late winter or early spring, and as a 
rule most orchardists do their pruning at this time.
PRUNING TOOLS
It is difficult to prune properly unless one has good pruning 
tools. A swivel saw and a pair of hand shears are sufficient 
for the small orchard. A pair of large shears, commonly 
called “ loppers,” and a larger saw are needed in the bearing 
orchard. All these tools should be kept in first class con­
dition.
WATERSPROUTS 
OR SUCKERS
Waterprouts or 
suckers are vigor­
ous growing shoots 
which are usually 
seen growing di- 
ectly upwards from 
the m a i n  scaffold 
branches. General­
ly, when they are 
very numerous, it 
may be assumed 
that the tree was 
overpruned in pre­
vious years. Water- 
sprouts a r e  n o t  
needed in shaping a 
young tree, so they 
may be removed by 
pruning at any time
Fig. 4. Many watersprouts have devel­
oped from around the pruning wound. Also 
two watersprouts may be seen arising from 
the branch to the right of the main cluster. 
These should be removed at pruning time 
unless they are needed to replace branches 
in the rebuilding of the tree. The most de­
sirable way to remove these is to rub them 
off by hand during June.
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Fig. 5. A  17-year-old Golden Delicious 
apple tree showing sucker? near the base of 
the trunk and watersprouts arising from the 
main branches.
or by rubbing off 
with the hand in 
May or June.
Watersprouts are 
sometimes valuable 
on old b e a r i n g  
trees. They will de­
velop into fruiting 
branches in 2 or 3 
years if they are cut 
back to 16 to 18 in­
ches in length the 
spring after they 
develop. Too many 
of them, however, 
will thicken up the 
center of the tree. 
When watersprouts 
are left to develop 
new fruiting wood, 
one should be left
every 18 inches along the scaffold branch.
When fireblight is present on apples or pears in the or­
chard, watersprouts are very dangerous. The succulent fast­
growing watersprout shoot is an ideal type of tissue for the 
development of fireblight once it gains an entrance into the 
wood. Within a very short time after the tip of the water- 
sprout shoot becomes infected the blight organisms will be 
in the cambium of the main limb if growing conditions are 
favorable. Once in the tissue of the main limb the fireblight 
organism develops the characteristic holdover canker which 
is serious. In order to avoid complications of this nature, all 
watersprouts should be removed when blight is present. 
Likewise, sucker growth at the roots of the trees needs to 
be removed, since fireblight will travel down the sucker and 
will kill the tissues at the base of the tree.
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WOUND DRESSINGS
All pruning cuts more than 1 inch in diameter should be 
painted at pruning time or as soon afterwards as possible. 
Wood rots may gain entrance unless the wound is protected, 
since the exposed wood will check and dry out, and the cam­
bium may not be able to callus over the wound before the 
rots gain entrance. Trees with black heart caused by winter 
injury are especially subject to wood rots. These trees need 
to have all wounds covered regardless of their size. There 
are many satisfactory wound dressings on the market. Home 
made dressings may be made by dissolving white lead in raw 
linseed oil to form a paste. House or barn paint should not 
be used to cover wounds, since certain materials in the paint 
injure the cambium and prevent healing over of the wound.
MAKE CUTS WHICH WILL HEAL RAPIDLY
The most desirable method of removing a small branch is 
to make the cut parallel to the larger branch or main trunk 
and as close to it as possible. A large wound of this type 
will heal over quickly, whereas if a stub, is left in making the 
cut, it may never heal over and will thus serve as an entrance 
for wood-rotting fungi.
CUT TO AN OUTSIDE BUD
When it is desirable to spread the tops of young trees, the 
cuts on the lateral branches should be made to outside buds. 
Pruning to a bud on any side of a branch will tend to force 
the new branch in the direction towards which the bud is 
pointed. This fact may be made use of in training trees and 
in pruning trees that are being blown in one direction by the 
prevailing winds.
It is recognized that the above directions will not always 
have the desired effect, but there is at least a 50-50 chance 
that the first bud below the pruning cut may take the lead 
and grow in an outward direction.
UNEVEN CUTTING OF SHOOTS IN TRAINING TREES
Sometimes two shoots may arise from two closely placed 
buds on the branch and grow with about the same vigor. If 
these are left unpruned they will likely develop equally and
9
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(3) Stubs were left. (4) Stub has rotted.
Fig. 6. Effect of good and bad pruning cuts. (1) Large, properly 
made cuts showing good healing. Note cracking of the wood. Such 
large cuts must be painted. (2) Old pruning wound entirely healed 
(3) Effect of leaving stubs. (4) This stub has rotted into the tree.
(1) Cut is healing. (2) Wound entirely healed.
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will form a sharp, weak 
crotch between them at 
their point of attachment. 
This may be avoided if one 
of the shoots is pruned 
more severely than the oth­
er or even removed entire­
ly. Generally, one of the 
shoots may be cut back to 
a side bud or branch, and 
thus it will develop into a 
side branch, while the other 
may be maintained as a 
main leader.
KEEP THE SOUTHWEST
SIDE OF THE TREE
TRUNK PROTECTED
In the Middle West sun- 
scalding is common on the 
southwest s i d e  o f  t h e  
trunks of apple and cherry 
trees. (This form of winter 
injury may be entirely 
avoided if hardy intermed­
iate stocks, such as Hiber­
nal and Virginia Crab, are 
planted.) No matter how 
one prunes an apple tree, 
care must be taken to keep 
enough growth on the 
southwest side of the tree 
to protect the trunk. This 
may mean leaving unpro­
ductive wood on the tree, 
but under no circumstances 
should the wood be removed 
which protects the south­
west side of the main 
trunk. If the southwest 
side of the trunk is unpro-
Fig. 7. Before (top) and after 
(bottom) pruning young trees. Note 
how the young shoots have been 
cut to different lengths so that the 
leader is longer than the shoots 
which will become the side branch­
es. This method of uneven cutting 
will force the shorter shoots to be­
come side branches and will prevent 
the formation of weak crotches at 
the point of attachment.
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Fig. 8. Winter injury on the southwest side of the trunk of fruit 
trees as shown on the Golden Delicious apple tree pictured above may 
be entirely avoided on apple trees if hardy intermediate stocks such as 
Hibernal and Virginia Crab are used in the orchard. Varieties of fruit 
trees which are susceptible to this form of winter injury must be 
pruned so that the overhanging branches protect the trunk from the 
rays of the sun. If this cannot be done, the trunk may be protected 
by whitewash, cloth or paper wraps or by a board placed so that 
it will shade the trunk of the tree.
tected by overhanging limbs, it is imperative to give it proper 
protection by whitewash, paper wraps or a wide board placed 
against the side of the trunk so as to shade the bark.
REMOVE ALL DEAD AND DISEASED BRANCHES 
Delicious, Grimes, Northwestern Greening and Ben Davis 
are very susceptible to diseases such as Blister Canker. When 
trees of these varieties are pruned, be certain that none of the 
branches have been attacked by this disease. When blister 
canker is present in the orchard the pruning tools must be 
disinfected after each cut with a solution of formaldehyde 
diluted at the rate of 1 pint to 30 gallons of water. All prun­
ing wounds must be covered with an antiseptic paint.
Fireblight is a serious disease of apples and pears. The 
cankers may be destroyed if the entire diseased area is cut 
out with a sharp knife or some other scraping tool. After
12
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the removal of the diseased tissue the wound should be dis­
infected with a bichloride of mercury solution 1 part to 1000 
parts of water. Then when the surface of the wound is dry 
it should be painted with a raw linseed oil white lead paste.
SELECTION OF 
TREES FOR 
PLANTING 
The first step in 
properly training a 
young orchard is to 
select well-grown 
nursery trees for 
planting. Two-year- 
old branched apple 
and pear trees 5 to 
7 feet in height and 
having a caliper of 
about to 1%6 
inch in diameter are 
most suitable for 
planting in Iowa. 
In the more humid 
r e g i o n s  east of 
Iowa, 1 - year - old 
apple and pear trees 
planted, but in
Fig. 9. The use of hardy intermediate 
stocks in the orchard eliminates many weak 
crotches. The Hibernal apple tree shown 
above has typical wide-angled branches. This 
picture was taken in August following plant­
ing. Note the vigorous growth and the 
position of the inserted Jonathan buds on 
the scaffold branches. (Marked by the ar­
rows.)
re — ---------
owa the 2-year-old trees are more able to withstand ad-
erse weather conditions.
One-year-old peach trees and 1 and 2-year-old plum and
Another method of 
treatment is the use 
of a zinc chloride 
solution1 which is 
applied with a paint 
brush to the surface 
of the diseased can­
kers.
'■Detailed instructions on how to prepare the zinc 
fireblight cankers may be obtained from the Iowa State College Extension service,
Ames, Iowa.
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cherry trees make satisfactory stock for planting. These are 
budded in the nursery and are sold as budded trees. Budded 
apple trees are unsuited for planting in Iowa, since the com­
mon understock is subject to winter killing. Instead, only 
root-grafted apple trees are recommended. When root- 
grafted trees are planted the tender understock is less likely to 
be injured, because it is set deeper below the surface of the 
soil than is the understock of the budded trees.
TOP-WORKING ON HARDY INTERMEDIATE 
STOCKS2
Many types of winter injury and weak framework may be 
eliminated in apple orchards through the use of hardy inter­
mediate stocks. Hence it is believed that future orchard 
plantings in Iowa of Jonathan, Grimes, Delicious and other 
semi-hardy varieties would be longer-lived and more profit­
able if the varieties therein were top-worked on hardy inter­
mediate stocks. The winter of 1935-36 emphasized the resis­
tance of top-worked trees to severe cold. Experience has 
also shown that the better commercial varieties of apples top- 
worked on hardy intermediate stocks are highly resistant to 
insect and disease attacks and drouth effects.
Top-working on desirable stock varieties is especially prac­
tical with young trees. If this practice is carefully carried 
out it should produce trees quite able to withstand their en­
vironment and tend to encourage early and regular bearing. 
Varieties such as Delicious are characterized by sharp-angled 
crotches which break down readily when heavily loaded with 
fruit. The hardly intermediate stock varieties, Hibernal and 
Virginia Crab, have branches attached to the trunk at right 
angles. This characteristic branching habit makes the crotch 
structure so strong that when Delicious is grafted on these 
varieties the splitting down of branches is practically elimin­
ated. Top-worked Hibernal and Virginia Crab are trained 
as any other variety after the main scaffold branches are whip- 
grafted or budded.
PRUNING FRUIT TREES AT PLANTING TIME
Fruit trees in Iowa grow most successfully when planted 
in the early spring as soon as the ground will permit. Fall
^Further information on top-working apple trees may be obtained by requesting 
Extension Circular 236, from the Iowa State College Extension Service, Ames, Iowa.
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Fig. 10. Before and after pruning at planting time. All but three 
of last year’s shoots have been removed. One of these is left as a 
leader, while the other two will be developed into scaffold branches. 
Note their attachment.
planting is common in eastern and southern United States, 
but in areas such as Iowa the low winter temperatures may 
severely damage fall planted fruit trees.
Only the damaged and bruised roots should be pruned off 
before the trees are planted. Under no circumstances should 
the roots be pruned to fit the hole which was dug previously. 
Instead the roots should be spread out in all directions in the 
hole regardless of how large the hole has to be dug. Generally, 
a hole should be 18 to 24 inches in diameter and 12 to 15 in­
ches in depth or of such depth that the tree may be planted 
2 to 4 inches deeper than it stood in the nursery.
15
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Fig. 11. Three-year-old Delicious before and after pruning. This 
tree has been pruned annually since planted in the orchard. Each 
scaffold has a leader and is strongly attached to the trunk. The leader 
will not be allowed to grow much higher but will be repressed by 
cutting to a side branch.
Care should be taken to lean the newly planted trees in a 
southwesterly direction. Trees set without such slant almost 
always are blown to the northeast by the prevailing1 south­
westerly winds of the summer. If the tree is leaned when 
planted these winds will tend to straighten it to its normal 
uPr §^fht position as it grows. A little extra care with young 
trees will insure more rapid growth. The moist earth should 
be worked in and around the roots as soon as they are care­
fully spread out over the bottom of the hole. Air pockets 
cause the roots to dry out and thus slow up the growth of 
the tree or kill it, so the planter after working the soil in and 
around the roots should carefully tramp the soil in the hole. 
The planter’s heel makes the best device for tramping the 
soil providing he avoids bruising the roots.
The surface soil should not be tramped, as the compacting 
of soil will cause it to bake and will prevent the rapid pene­
tration of moisture when rain occurs.
Newly set trees in order to produce satisfactory growth must
16
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be pruned. Young trees need to be properly trained so that 
they will become well branched and be able to produce large 
crops of fruit over a long period of years.
The first step in pruning the newly planted apple tree is 
to be sure that it is set so that a strongly attached branch is 
located on its southwest side about 18 to 24 inches from the 
ground. By all means this branch must be saved. All the 
branches beneath it should be removed. Above that south­
west branch another well-attached branch should be located 
8 to 12 inches higher up on the trunk, but not directly over it, 
preferably one-third distance around or on the opposite side 
of the trunk. Usually only two scaffold branches can be 
selected on a newly planted, 2-year-old, branched apple tree. 
However, sometimes a third scaffold may be selected so that 
its point of attachment to the trunk is 8 to 12 inches above 
the second scaffold branch and not directly above either the 
first or second scaffolds. One leader is maintained. If the 
growth made in the nursery the previous year is more than 
24 inches in length, the leader should be pruned back to 18 
to 24 inches. The lateral scaffold branches should be pruned 
back to 12 to 16 inches in length.
The type of pruning suggested above is suitable for apples 
and pears. Prunes and plums, peaches and cherries require 
pruning at planting time which removes one-third to one-half 
of the top. This removal should consist of the pruning out 
of the smaller and weaker branches and those that are poorly 
attached by sharp crotches. Usually when cherry trees are 
received in the spring from the nursery the leaf buds are 
swollen and are easily broken off if not handled carefully. A 
certain number of those buds are necessary for the growth 
of the tree. If all of the growing buds are knocked off in 
handling or removed in pruning, the trees invariably die.
TRAINING THE APPLE AND PEAR TREE
The following discussion on training apple and pear trees 
is devoted to the method used to develop a modified leader 
type of tree. This type of tree is most satisfactory for Iowa 
conditions. There are many home and some commercial 
orchards in Iowa which have been trained to the open center 
method. Owners of these orchards say that this system is
17
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very unsatisfactory. The main branches of the tree trained 
to the open center are all attached very closely together onto 
the trunk, and as the tree becomes older these branches be­
come less and less strongly attached. Finally, when the tree 
is heavily loaded with fruit, one or more of the main branches 
may break off, thus shortening the life of the tree. Also, 
as pointed out earlier, the open center type of tree is very 
subject to winter injury in the main crotches and on the main 
trunk.
The pruner must always keep in mind that pruning delays 
fruit production. Hence, while it is necessary to develop a 
framework which will bear productive crops over a long period 
of years, pruning must always be as light as possible. There 
is no merit in pruning a fruit tree just to improve its ap­
pearance.
Hardy intermediate stocks will eliminate the danger of 
winter injury. These hardy trees are trained exactly as 
others except that the selection of the scaffold branches is 
made when the limbs are budded or grafted.
The first step in pruning the apple or pear tree has been 
described under instructions, on how to prune fruit trees at 
planting time. This first pruning is absolutely essential. 
Apple and pear trees must be pruned each spring following 
planting until the desired framework is completely estab­
lished.
Pruning the second spring consists of a further extension 
of the leader. If a choice is available, the upright branch 
growing in a southwesterly direction should be continued as 
the leader. This leader should bd cut back leaving 16 to 18 
inches of the current season’s growth. Then two or three 
scaffold branches should be chosen, located above those 
selected the year before. These should be located so that 
they are not directly above the previously selected branches 
but so that they fill in vacant spaces out from the trunk. All 
the other branches other than the selected scaffold branches 
should be removed. As in the first pruning, the newly chosen 
scaffold branches are cut back to 12 to 16 inches and to an 
outside bud.
The scaffold limbs selected at planting time should be
18
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further developed. All the side branches on the scaffold limbs 
growing closer than 8 inches to the trunk are removed. The 
remaining side branches are thinned, leaving only those that 
are growing in a horizontal position. Terminals longer than 
2 feet in length are headed back to around 18 inches. All 
watersprout or sucker growth is removed.
Pruning during the third spring is similar to that of the 
second spring. The leader is maintained, additional scaffold 
branches are chosen, and the older scaffold branches are given 
additional shaping. A main leader is maintained in each 
scaffold, and the side branches are pruned so that they will 
not compete with side branches from other scaffolds.
As soon as the leader reaches a height of 6 to 8 feet, it 
should be suppressed by cutting it back to a wide-angled side 
branch. Usually this heading back of the leader will be 
necessary when the tree reaches 4 or 5 years of age. If it is 
possible to do so, the leader should be cut back to a wide­
angled side branch which grows in a southwesterly direction. 
The exception to this rule is when the orchard is located on 
a hillside where the prevailing wind is other than southwest­
erly. In those instances, the pruning should be directed into 
the direction of the prevailing summer wind.
When the tree reaches the age of 4 or 5 years and all the 
framework has been completely established, only the suckers 
and watersprouts need to be removed each spring. Over­
pruning from this time on will delay fruiting and will stunt 
the young trees. If there' is any doubt about pruning at this 
stage, it is wiser to leave the branch in question than to 
prune it.
PRUNING BEARING APPLE TREES
When young trees are trained to the modified central leader 
type and then pruned only to the extent of removing the 
watersprouts until they come into bearing, they become 
rather dense with wood growth. After they come into bear­
ing, only the watersprouts need to be removed. Practically 
all apple varieties before they bear heavy crops of fruit be­
come rather upright in growth habit. As soon as they bear 
a few heavy crops the weight of the fruit will change the 
shape of the tree. Varieties such as Whitney and Yellow
19
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Fig. 12. W ood of the type shown on the right is “thin wood” and is 
removed from bearing apple trees. Desirable, vigorous bearing wood 
capable of producing crops of high-quality, large-size apples is shown 
on the left.
Transparent, which are very upright growers, will be spread 
out so that the branches become much more horizontal. Jon­
athan and other spreading varieties, after bearing several 
crops, develop open tops and very shaded lower limbs. These 
shaded lower limbs become unproductive after a number of 
years, since the leaves cannot produce manufactured foods in 
sufficient amounts to produce vigorous new wood growth.
Until recently, bearing trees were pruned as lightly as 
possible. Instead of pruning off large branches, a large num­
ber of small branches were removed. All watersprouts, dead 
and diseased branches, one of each pair of crossing branches 
and all branches crossing the center of the trees were taken 
out. These general recommendations were followed through­
out the life of the tree until it became rather old, at which 
stage the large branches would be severely pruned to increase 
the development of fruiting wood.
The recent work of the Michigan Agricultural Experiment 
Station, reported in Technical Bulletin 265 on “ thin wood” 
pruning, has brought forward another method of pruning 
which is relatively easy to follow and which is proving to be
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satisfactory for the commercial apple growers in Iowa. All 
the wood which is producing small and poorly colored fruit 
in normal growing seasons (which from now on we will refer 
to as “ thin wood” ) has very definite characteristics. These 
characteristics are: (1) The size of the branches at the base 
of 4-year-old growth is less than % inch in diameter, (2) the 
branches have made a comparatively short terminal growth 
during each of the last few years, (3) branches tend to grow 
in a downward direction and (4) most of the thin wood is 
found in the lower and inner portions of the tree.
HOW TO THIN WOOD PRUNE APPLE TREES
Thin wood pruning is accomplished most readily by per­
forming the entire operation in three successive steps.
First Step: Almost every bearing tree not previously thin wood 
pruned has a number of comparatively large limbs which give 
rise to a number of smaller side branches, most of which are 
thin wood. Most of these branches grow in a downward 
direction, and the ends of the branch, when loaded with fruit, 
lie on the ground. These branches should be removed close 
to the tree trunk. Figure 14 shows cross sections of trees 
before and after the saw cuts have been made.
Fig. 13. A  17-year-old Golden Delicious in the Robert Quiesner 
orchard, Ft. Madison, Iowa. (Left) Before thin wood pruning. 
(Right) After thin wood pruning.
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Fig. 14. “A ” is a bearing apple tree in cross section before thin 
wood pruning. “ B” represents the tree after the completion of the 
first step. All the larger branches have been removed. The thin wood 
which can be removed with hand shears from the ground has been cut 
out in “ C.” The third step, which consists of climbing into the tree and 
cutting out thin wood which could not be reached from the ground, 
has been completed in “ D.” This last operation is usually necessary 
only in older bearing trees.
Second Step: A pair of hand shears may be used to complete 
the pruning as soon as the heavy work has been done. The 
worker moves around the tree trunk pruning out all the thin 
wood he can reach from the ground. Generally with young 
trees he can remove all the thin wood in this operation. 
Sometimes in young trees, and generally in older trees, the 
third step is necessary.
Third Step: The pruner climbs into the tree and removes all 
the thin wood which was too high for him to reach from the
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ground. All of this will be in the inside center of the tree. 
As soon as this is cut out the tree is thin wood pruned. As 
in other systems of pruning, all the diseased and dead branches 
and watersprouts must be cut out. Pruners should wear 
rubber-soled footwear when they climb in fruit trees.
The Michigan investigators found that the average bearing 
tree produces 49 percent of the total crop in the top, 36 per­
cent on the outside and 15 percent on the inside of the tree. 
Furthermore, the quality of the apples produced by the three 
regions of the tree was different. The predominating grade 
produced by the top was U. S. Fancy, the cutside, U. S. No. 1 
and the inside, U. S. Commercial. This difference in grade 
makes an even larger difference in the total cash returns from 
the various portions of the tree. The top of the tree produces 
60 percent of the total returns, the outside, 33 percent, and the 
inside produces only 7 percent of the total cash returns.
With the above facts in mind and after making many obser­
vations on the type of apple produced on various types of wood, 
the authors reached the following conclusions: (1) The size of 
a given apple tends to be proportional to the diameter of the 
branch upon which it is borne, (2) the number of apples borne 
by a given branch is directly proportional to the diameter of 
the branch, (3) the amount of color or intensity of color pres­
ent on the apples produced by a given branch tends to be 
directly proportional to the diameter of that branch.
The Michigan method of thin wood pruning is based on the 
above facts. Thin wood pruning consists merely of the re­
moval of all thin, crowded, shaded and unproductive branches. 
The amount and character of wood which should be removed 
in any tree may be determined most readily just before the 
fruit is picked. If the grower notes the amount and distribu­
tion of small and poorly colored fruit at that time he will find 
that it is being borne on thin wood. This wood, and this 
wood only, should be removed in thin wood pruning, which 
may be done in the spring months before growth starts or in 
July or August when the fruit is on the tree.
Fruit small in size and inferior in color will be observed 
mostly on the shaded branches located on the lower limbs 
and on the spurs and short growths on the inside of the tree.
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Very little will be observed on the branches on the outside 
and the top of the tree.
The Michigan investigators highly recommend the thin 
wood method of pruning to apple growers for the following 
reasons:
(1) Decreases yield of inferior fruit.
(2) Increases the average size of the fruit.
(3) Increases the color of the fruit.
(4) Requires less time to prune the tree.
(5) Makes spraying more effective and easier.
(6) Makes thinning easier and cheaper.
(7) Makes harvesting easier and cheaper.
(8) Doesn’t throw young trees out of bearing as easily 
as other types of pruning.
(9) Is adapted to bearing trees of all ages.
(10) Makes several pickings less necessary.
(11) Tends to minimize frost hazards.
Result demonstration plots on thin wood pruning have been 
conducted in representative Iowa orchard sections for the 
past 4 years. These plots have demonstrated that the thin 
wood method is most desirable for pruning bearing apple 
trees in Iowa. Over 75 percent of the Iowa commercial or­
chards are now being pruned according to this method, since 
the demonstrations have shown that under Iowa conditions 
the first 10 reasons advanced by the Michigan investigators 
have been substantiated.
Caution: When one prunes a bearing apple tree by the thin 
wood method, one of each pair of crossing or interfering 
branches is not removed as was customary when previous 
pruning recommendations were followed. The only time 
when a crossing branch is removed is when it has only thin 
wood on it. Another point to keep in mind is that when a 
tree is thin wood pruned, there is no thinning of the top.
Until the tree reaches 15 years of age only training to de­
velop a strong framework and the removal of watersprouts 
after the framework is developed are necessary. The orchardist 
will not need to thin wood prune in most instances until after 
the tree is 15 years old. The Iowa demonstration plots have 
shown that after a tree is once thin wood pruned only a small
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amount of pruning is neces­
sary each spring. In fact 
some of the commercial or- 
chardists find that it is 
necessary to prune only 
every other year.
Sometimes trees are ob­
served which have nothing 
but thin wood throughout 
the bearing top. Trees 
with such wood require 
treatment other than prun­
ing. Usually this condi­
tion develops when rainfall 
has been less than normal 
for a number of years or 
the general fertility of the 
soil has been lowered. Al­
ways the condition is an in­
dication of a weakened tree. 
These weakened trees need 
to  be fertilized o r  so
Fig. 15. Unpruned 5-year-old 
tree. All scaffold branches, one 
of which is outgrowing the lead­
er, originate at the same distance 
from the ground. This tree re­
quires a heavy pruning to reduce 
the number of scaffold branches 
and the probability of splitting 
during its later life.
handled by the orchardist that they are restored to normal 
growth before pruning is performed.
PRUNING NEGLECTED APPLE TREES 
Many times apple trees are left unpruned after they are 
planted. Such trees present many problems. If they are 
younger than 4 years, they may be pruned severely and trained 
to the modified central leader type of tree. Usually this is 
the most desirable practice. This severe pruning will delay 
fruiting, but the delay will be offset by the prolonged life of 
the tree. Trees older than 4 years are too large to train to 
any system other than the manner in which they are grow­
ing. Each spring the pruner can remove a small number of 
branches, and this tends to make the tree more nearly like 
the modified central leader type. If the tree has some sharp­
angled crotches, it is wise to tie watersprouts together from
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Fig. 16. Bracing a weak crotch by twisting two water sprouts to­
gether. These two sprouts will ultimately grow together making a 
natural brace.
the two or more branches in question and thus develop a 
stronger framework.
It may be necessary to resort to mechanical devices to pre­
vent splitting of the main branches. These wire or iron rod 
braces installed to prevent splitting down of the branches should 
be placed in the tree before crops of fruit develop. The most 
satisfactory method of tieing a tree together is to screw a lag 
screw into each branch and the main trunk. These screws 
should be placed well out on the limbs so as to give as much 
leverage as possible. After all the screws are set in the 
limbs, the ties are made to the supporting screws on the cen­
tral portion of the tree with number 9 galvanized wire. This 
manner of bracing does not injure the tree and will tend to 
prevent limbs from splitting down when the trees become 
heavily loaded with fruit. Such practices as tieing heavy wire 
or rope around the entire branch and then across to the other 
branches should not be followed, since the limbs will be 
girdled and the life of the tree shortened.
Neglected bearing apple trees should be pruned according 
to the thin wood method. Since very few apple trees except 
those top-worked on hardy intermediate stocks live longer
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than 25 years in Iowa, there is very little need for detailed 
information on how to prune these older trees.
If one has trees of this age, most generally they will require 
fertilization with nitrogen fertilizers to bring them back 10 
vigorous growth. Once they are restored to vigorous growth, 
they may be pruned by the thin wood method. Many times 
neglected trees have very little fruiting wood on the scaffold 
limbs close to the main trunk. Under such circumstances 
watersprouts may be used to develop new fruiting wood on 
the main branches. However, it is questionable whether it is 
advisable to spend time and money on very old trees. They 
are expensive to prune, spray and harvest. Commercially, 
it is probably more advisable to plant hardy intermediate 
stocks and then graft them to the newer desirable varieties 
than to spend time and money on the old trees.
Finally, neglected apple trees of any age should not be 
pruned too severely the first year. It is much more desirable 
to spread the corrective pruning over several years.
PRUNING PEACH TREES
The uncertainty of peach growing in Iowa due to frequent 
low winter temperatures makes it debatable whether it is 
advisable to spend time and money training peach trees. Low 
temperatures may kill only the fruit buds, but at times only 
a small part of the tree may escape injury. In peach growing 
sections where such low temperatures occur less frequently 
than in Iowa, the peach is trained to the modified leader head 
or to an open center. If peaches are planted they should be 
given some sort of training, and without a doubt the modified 
leader is the most desirable type.
When the modified leader system is followed, the peach 
tree is pruned at planting time by cutting back the leader to 
a height of 36 to 40 inches. All the lateral scaffold branches 
below 18 to 20 inches above the ground are removed. The 
poorly, attached and weaker laterals are removed, and the re­
maining laterals are cut back to stubs about 2 inches long. 
After the tree has made some growth some of the shoots 
should be thinned out so that a well-balanced tree is left. The 
following spring the remaining shoots may be thinned to five, 
six or even seven vigorous laterals which may be considered
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Fig. 17. A  2-year-old Polly peach tree before and after pruning. 
Note in the picture on the right the amount and type of pruning. The 
pile of large branches was removed first, then the weak, slender, poorly 
attached branches, shown in the smaller pile, were cut out.
as the permanent scaffold branches. These scaffold branches 
should be selected with the object of having them well dis­
tributed around the trunk. Finally, the laterals are pruned 
back so that the stronger ones- are as short as the weaker. 
The lower laterals should be slightly longer than the upper 
ones, or they will be shaded out by them.
The watersprout growth on the tree during the second sea­
son should be rubbed off early. In the third and fourth 
spring the pruning should consist mainly of thinning out the 
weaker shoots and heading back the scaffolds to lateral grow­
ing shoots.
Bearing peach trees are pruned according to the amount of 
bloom there appears to be present on the tree. When the 
bloom appears heavy, the peach tree is pruned severely. Heavy 
pruning is necessary, since the peach usually will set far more 
fruit than the tree can properly mature. As much as one-third 
of the previous season’s growth is removed. All the weaker 
and poorly attached branches are removed, and if this is not 
enough, the stronger branches are headed back. As the 
amount of prospective bloom decreases, the severity of the
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pruning should be lessened so that a full crop of peaches is 
assured.
Since winter injury is very likely to occur during any Iowa 
winter, it is advisable to delay pruning until it is possible to 
determine how much uninjured bloom there is on the tree. 
If there has been any injury to the fruit buds or wood, all of 
the injured wood should be removed. The regular pruning 
should be adjusted to the amount of winter injury.
If all the fruit buds have been injured, the old trees should 
be cut back into the 2 and 3-year-old wood. This operation 
will force back the new fruiting wood much closer to the 
center of the tree. Trees cut back in this manner often bear 
very productive crops in following years. Care must be 
taken to thin the shoots early during the summer after the 
trees are cut back, as the growth may become very dense. 
If this thinning is neglected probably very few fruit buds 
will be formed the first year.
Severe cutting back of a peach tree is recommended only 
when most of the tree has been severely winter injured. Ex­
perience has shown that when injury of this type occurs and 
when the trees are left unpruned, most of them fail to recover. 
Hence, severe pruning is necessary on these old, winter-injured 
trees to save them and to renew the fruiting wood.
PRUNING SOUR CHERRY TREES
One or two-year-old cherry trees require the removal of 
the weak and poorly attached laterals. The terminal buds on 
the leader and the laterals should be left, since they usually 
make more vigorous growth than the lateral buds. From five 
to seven laterals are sufficient to form a strong framework, 
and these should be left unpruned.
From planting time until the cherry tree comes into bear­
ing, light pruning is recommended. Only a light thinning of 
the branches in the tops and around the sides is needed. The 
modified leader type of training should be followed, and the 
scaffold limbs should be spaced sufficiently far apart to pre­
vent any two or three scaffolds from growing together in a 
whorl around the central stem, as this condition in the sour 
cherry invariably chokes out the central leader.
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Bearing sour cherry trees have a tendency to form a dense 
top and sides. If each cluster of annual shoots is thinned to
year-old shoots in this cluster an(j regular p roduction  of 
should be removed. ' . . , ,
largely upon vigorous growth. While pruning will help to 
maintain this condition, additional encouragement to growth 
must be provided by cultivation and fertilization.
Young plum trees produce their fruit buds on shoots. As 
they become older they produce a larger and larger percentage 
of the fruit buds on spurs, until finally all the fruit buds may 
be borne on spurs. The pruner must remember that under­
pruning is more desirable than overpruning with plums, since 
overpruned plum trees are mostly unfruitful.
Generally, at planting time the weak and poorly attached 
lateral branches are removed. Then every spring the slender, 
weak shoots are thinned out. Plums are trained to the modi­
fied leader type.
The bearing plum varieties grown in Iowa are of two gen­
eral types, the upright growing ones and the spreading grow­
ers. The spreading type, which includes varieties such as 
Sapa and Opata, tends to develop unproductive wood on the 
lower inner shaded branches. This unproductive wood should 
be removed annually. The upright growing varieties on the
Fig. 18. Typical growth habit 
of the cherry. The weakest 1-
the two or three strongest 
shoots each spring, the tree 
may be kept open and in a 
fruiting condition. The prun­
er must be careful to avoid 
making large pruning wounds 
on cherries. It is preferable 
to make several small cuts in­
stead of one large cut on any 
fruit tree, but on cherries this 
is even more necessary, since 
the large pruning wounds 
rarely heal over. The heavy
sour cherry trees depends
PRUNING PLUM TREES
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other hand may make too long a terminal growth which may 
become so heavily loaded with fruit that the entire branch 
may be split off during the fruiting season. The terminal 
growth on these varieties should be headed back to avoid this 
breaking up of the tree. Some of this heading back is best 
done by summer pruning. Also some thinning of weak slender 
branches will be necessary throughout the tree on the top and 
sides.
FURTHER INFORMATION
Additional information on the grape or general fruit culture 
may be obtained by writing the Agricultural Extension Serv­
ice, Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa.
The following list of bulletins dealing with specific fruit 
topics may be obtained at your local County Agricultural 
Agent’s office or by writing the Agricultural Extension Serv­
ice, Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa:
Functional diseases of the apple in storage. Iowa Agr. Exp. Sta., 
Bui. 329.
Orchards—planning, planting, management. Ext. Cir. 258.
Refrigerated locker storage for fruits and vegetables. Ext. Cir. 259.
Top-working on hardy apple stocks. Ext. Cir. 236 (reprint).
Grape training and pruning in Iowa. Bui. P 7 (New Series).
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